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Dear Reader,
Back in 1979, the audio industry was a very different place. The 

landscape was filled with small upstart companies formed by young 
entrepreneurs who were short on capital but long on dreams and 
ambition. 

My father, Harro Heinz, together with Jonas Renkus, set out 
to build a better, more rugged and affordable compression driver. 
Renkus-Heinz took on the established “big boys” of the era – 
companies like Altec, J.B. Lansing and Electro-Voice – and quickly 
established a reputation for innovation and quality. My father’s 
policy of sustainable growth through continuous reinvestment in 
infrastructure and engineering enabled the company to grow despite 
the challenges and turbulence of a changing industry.

More than 30 years later, Renkus-Heinz is proud to be one of the 
few remaining independent loudspeaker manufacturers in America. 
It’s this independence that affords us the freedom to innovate, to 

take chances, and to focus on new solutions. From our Complex 
Conic Topology and our Iconyx series of steered array loudspeakers, 
to leading edge technologies like RHAON and SysTune, Renkus-
Heinz continues to forge ahead and break new ground.

We’re proud of what we’ve accomplished in our first three decades, 
but the hardest work is still ahead. The challenges of a changing 
world and an increasingly competitive global economy remind us of 
the importance of innovation and inspiration. 

Going forward, we will continue our commitment to you, our 
customers and partners in sound, to continue pushing the limits and 
raising the bar with ever more creative and innovative products and 
technologies. This is the spirit on which our company was founded, 
and it’s the spirit which will carry Renkus-Heinz through the next 
30 years.

Sincerely,
Ralph Heinz

Ralph Heinz quote

HAPPY ANNIVERSARIES: Staffers celebrate 20 years or more with Renkus-Heinz

Arney Cisneros (not pictured) 22 years
Reynaldo Magana 22 years
Harro :) 31 years
Ramon Guerrero 25 years
Ralph Heinz  21 years
Bertha Perez 31 years
Mario Ochoa 21 years
Teresa Urena 22 years
Lourdes Esquivel 23 years
Mary Le 24 years
Judy Navarro 29 years
Karl Brunvoll (not pictured) 23 years
Carl Dorwaldt (not pictured) 20 years

Renkus-Heinz is a family-run company and many of the people who work in our factory at Foothill 
Ranch, CA, have been with the company for two decades or more, helping keep that spirit thriving. 
Here, we’re proud to present the latest roll of honor (from left to right).
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Demos galore as IC Live is 
rolled out across Europe

POLARaudio hosted an event to show-
case the Renkus-Heinz Iconyx and IC 
Live series loudspeakers at the HMV 

Forum, one of London’s top live venues.
An invited audience of leading thea-

tre consultants, audio system design-
ers and touring companies attended the 
2,350-capacity venue to hear POLARaudio 
demonstrate the three ranges. The HMV 
Forum was chosen for the event as it is a 
multi-purpose venue with architecturally 
and acoustically challenging features.

Technical director at POLARaudio Jon 
Stanley led the demonstrations, showcas-
ing the new Single and Dual IC Live along 
with IC7 mechanically steerable array, IC8, 
IC16, IC24 and IC32 digitally steerable line 
arrays.

 Jon Stanley commented, “This event has 
been a fantastic opportunity for industry 
experts to hear the tangible benefits of 
beam steering technology against point 
source, mechanically steered or line array 
loudspeakers in a real situation. With this 
fabulous venue we were able to demon-
strate how the Renkus-Heinz pioneering 
beam steering technology actually works 
and hear it in action.

“We all know Renkus-Heinz are synony-
mous with outstanding musicality and 
performance, through IC Live we can now 
offer this level of performance in a small, 
highly compact and technically accurate 
way. We look forward to continuing our tour 
and hope more engineers can join us at 
similar venues across the country.”

Sales Representative for the Middle East 
Norbert Bau had already worked closely with 
Renkus-Heinz for the past four years as part of 
our Middle East distribution network. He has now 
joined the company to help build on the strong 
growth for Renkus-Heinz in the region. “We have 
been working together for nearly four years and 
the relationship became stronger and closer 
with the success of the Iconyx product line in 
many very prestigious locations including major 
airports and auditoriums.” Prior to working with 
the Renkus-Heinz brand, Norbert had spent 
some six years in South East Asia and the Middle 
East running the broadcast section of Klotz Digi-
tal Asia, building high level contacts in the region.

“At the end of the day we found there is a fantas-
tic chemistry between us and, for me person-
ally with a background as a professional sound 
engineer, the opportunity to meet new acoustic 
challenges with Renkus-Heinz, and in particular 
a product as innovative as Iconyx, was unmiss-
able.”
Export Sales Manager, Karl-Gustaf Kahlau 
comments: “In a relatively short period of time, 
our sales and engineering team have estab-
lished Renkus-Heinz in the Middle-East as the 
preferred brand in many advanced and demand-
ing installations. Bringing Norbert on board is a 
natural evolution to further boost our success in 
this region.”

Norbert Bau

Above: POLARaudio’s 
demo setup at the 
Forum in North London 
included the full Iconyx 
and IC Live range. 
Inset: The POLARaudio 
team. Left: Setting up 
for the three day, nine 
system loudspeaker 
shoot-out in the 
Centaur multipurpose 
venue at Cheltenham 
Racecourse, UK. The 
event was organised 
by PLASA and audio 
consultant Steve Jones. 
The results will be 
featured in the August 
issue of Lighting & 
Sound International
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“
Håkan SjööDerrick Pierce

Loudspeaker Engineer
Derrick Pierce, a California native, 
returns to the state after more than 
a decade in design engineering and 
product development with loud-
speaker manufacturers JL Audio in 
Florida. A designer of several award-
winning products, Pierce has also 
held high-level engineering positions 
with Niles Audio and Menlo Scien-
tific, and contributed to develop-
ment of several patents. “I’m really 
pleased to be joining a company as 
forward-thinking as Renkus-Heinz,” 
Pierce remarks.

Regional Sales Manager Håkan Sjöö, a 
Swedish national based in New Delhi, has 
done business in Asia in his previous role 
working for Swedish based distribution 
companies, representing the distribu-
tion channel in countries including Japan, 
Taiwan, South Korea and China. With a 
background in technical sales and installa-
tions his experience includes many top pro 
audio brands, while his studies at Berghs 
School of Communications developed his 
business skills. “I believe professional 
working methods, clear concepts and 
shared values will be tomorrow’s success 
factors,” he says. “Act local – think global.”

The Who’s Pete Townshend and Roger Daltrey 
lent a musical flair to the Super Bowl XLIV 
press conference, rocking the house courtesy of 

Renkus-Heinz’s IC Live line array systems.
Press conferences are generally fairly droll affairs, 

and reporters aren’t easily impressed, but the crowd 
at the Fort Lauderdale Convention Center’s Floridian 
Ballroom was anything but sedate as the two original 
members of The Who picked up acoustic guitars and 
provided them with a short but intimate set of the 
band’s classics, including Behind Blue Eyes, Pinball 
Wizard and Won’t Get Fooled Again.

The vast ballroom was packed to capacity with some 
1200 media-turned-fans as NFL spokesman Brian 
McCarthy introduced the Rock and Roll Hall of Famers 
to the crowd, who were treated to a stellar sounding 
performance through four IC Live systems provided 
by AVW-TELAV Audio Visual Solutions. AVW-TELAV’s 
Sean Austin was particularly pleased with the IC Live’s 
quick and easy setup time.

“We were able to set up two dual IC Live systems in 
ten minutes flat, with just two guys,” Austin remarked. 
“The IC Live takes a fraction of the setup time of a 
traditional rigged array. And it’s always fun to see 
people’s reactions when they hear such a big sound 
from such a small system. Most audio connoisseurs 
look at the system a bit skeptically when they first see 
it, and then they’re speechless when they hear it.”

“This was our second year using the IC Live for 
the Super Bowl press conference,” added AVW-
TELAV’s Director of Technical Staging, Martin 
Reeves. “We were thrilled with the system last year, 
and it was a no-brainer to use it again. In fact, we 
liked it so much we actually acquired two full IC 
Live systems for our rental and staging division in 
Canada. We’re excited about IC Live and confident it 
will serve our clients well.”

Daltrey and Townshend Rock Super Bowl 
XLIV Press Conference with IC Live



With its rich history of 
culture, San Francisco’s 
historic Grace Cathedral 

was the ideal location to cele-
brate the culmination of Tools 
for Peace’s landmark Mandala 
Project. The non-profit organiza-
tion, which empowers youths 
and adults through a series of 
training programs throughout 
the Bay Area and Southern Cali-
fornia, hosted the event to mark 
the completion of stunning sand 
mandalas by local students and 
Tibetan monks.

The gala event included an 
intimate champagne perfor-
mance by Grammy Award 
winner k.d. lang, accompanied 
by a solo piano. As lang’s FOH 
engineer Gary Stokes points out, 
the majesty of the cathedral was 
both a blessing and a challenge.

“There are few venues more 
breathtaking than Grace Cathe-
dral, and it was really an honor to 
be asked to play there,” he says. 
“But it’s also a massive space, 
with a reverb time of somewhere 
around six seconds, and we had 
to find a way to get good coverage 
and intelligibility to every seat in 
the house.”

To meet the challenge, Stokes 
got in touch with Rocky Gianetta 
at Fault Line Sales, who teamed 

with Renkus-Heinz’s David Rahn to donate 
an IC Live system for the gig. As Gianetta 
explains, the IC Live’s digitally steerable 
array was ideally suited for the Grace’s 
singular challenges.

“David and I brought the entire system 
in the back of a pickup truck, and the two 
of us were able to carry it in and set it up,” 
he says. “More importantly, using only two 
IC215S-R subs and four ICL-R modules, we 
were able to dial in a ten-degree beam and 
achieve focused, intelligible coverage with 
minimal reflectivity, to the rear of the hall.”

Using RHAON, Renkus-Heinz’s integrated 
DSP technology, the entire IC Live system 
and a pair of Sygma SG121-5R stage moni-
tors were able to be quickly configured and 
monitored throughout the performance.

“k.d. sang through her regular micro-
phone, an AKG 535, and Gary used the 
house APB Dynasonic,” says Gianetta. 
“Other than a bit of dynamics on her voice, 
that was pretty much the entire system.”

“Tools for Peace is a wonderful organi-
zation, and we were excited to contribute 
to such an outstanding event,” said David 
Rahn. “It was fantastic to have an opportu-
nity to prove the power and focus of IC Live 
in Grace Cathedral. And we couldn’t have 
asked for a better artist to showcase this 
product. k.d. is the consummate performer, 
her voice is practically operatic in range 
and power, and she has a charismatic 
communication with her audience. This 
was the ultimate gig for IC Live, and we’re 
thrilled to have been a part of it.”

news IC Live makes history with 
k.d. lang at Grace Cathedral

Indianola, Iowa….Summer concert 
season kicked off with a powerful 
punch as more than 25,000 metal fans 

converged on Indianola’s National Balloon 
Classic Field for this year’s LAZERFEST. 
Even cloudy skies and chilly weather 
weren’t enough to dampen the spirits of the 
sold out crowd.

The annual festival, created by local 
radio station KAZR in nearby Des Moines, 
has grown rapidly since its resurgence in 
2007, and this year marked the first time 
the show has expanded to two stages to 
accommodate an expanded roster of hard-
core metal musicians. 

Grand Island, NE-based Sure Sound 

and Lighting provided a massive system 
of integrated Renkus-Heinz line arrays to 
deliver powerful non-stop metal punch to 
the show’s side-by-side stages. As Sure 
Sound’s Jeremy Wann explains, the system 
was configured to provide full coverage 
across the entire audience.

“We set up two hangs of 12 VERSYS VLX3 
line arrays on the outer side of each stage, 
and two hangs of 12 STLA9 line arrays 
on the inner sides,” he says. “We set the 
system up for total flexibility – we were able 
to easily reconfigure it to run as dual left-
right, left-right systems, or as a single left-
center-right system, depending on what 
each performance called for.” Four PN102 

Renkus-Heinz Pumps LAZERFEST as Sure Sound Provides Powerful System for Midwest Metal Marathon
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Morocco’s Visual Impact Company partners 
IC Live arrays with mobile LED video screen

Visual Impact Company, based in 
Casablanca, Morocco, has purchased 
four IC Live units to provide focusable 

audio for its new video trailer that features 
a giant high resolution Daktronics LED 
screen.

The trailer is being used for a wide vari-
ety of sports and corporate events and the 
IC Live units – two either side of the screen 
– add an audio element that is compact, 
has minimal rigging requirements and 
keeps sightlines clear.

Mr Nabil Mikou, director of Visual Impact 
Company, commented: “When I first 
watched the screen with the loudspeak-
ers switched on, I realised it had only been 
half a system before. With the IC Lives the 

impact and quality, even at 40 metres from 
the screen, is outstanding. They make it 
a complete experience and I’m absolutely 
delighted with them.”

Iconyx Clarifies 
the Issues at 
Montreal City Hall

Even in a city as renowned for its 
architecture as Montreal, this City 
Hall stands out. The city govern-

ment recently decided to modernize its 
conference systems, and adopted a 
“no compromises” policy toward the 
building’s distinctive and historic style.

Montreal’s City Hall, which was re-built 
in 1922 within the shell of its original walls 
after the original structure was destroyed 
by fire, is modeled after the city hall of the 
French city of Tours, and is designated a 
National Historic Site of Canada.

The two contradictory objectives were 
reconciled thanks to the efforts of Grant 
Ritchie, Mike Davidson and Mark Dunn of 
Contact Distribution, who demonstrated 
Iconyx IC7 Arrays from Renkus-Heinz to 
the building’s engineering staff. IC7s are 
cost-effective self-powered linear arrays 
that use individual driver control to deliver 
precisely shaped beams of sound.

The City of Montreal has acquired six 
IC7’s for use in the Hall of Honour, an ante-
room that is used for ceremonial occasions. 
The IC7s have been able to deliver natural, 
intelligible speech and music, satisfying all 
concerned. The natural character of these 
speakers was highlighted during a visit 
from a Japanese delegation, which featured 
a performance on the koto.

“Once the microphone was in place,” a 
City of Montreal technician reports, “we 
received a ‘thumbs up’ from a member 
of the delegation. He told us that it is 
extremely rare to hear this instrument 
properly represented by a PA system.”

Renkus-Heinz Pumps LAZERFEST as Sure Sound Provides Powerful System for Midwest Metal Marathon
cabinets in front of each stage provided 
front fill. 

“LAZERFEST fans are some of the most 
dedicated metal fans out there, and they 
demand a powerful, gut-punching sound,” 
said Wann. “The Renkus-Heinz arrays 
really delivered, and exceeded everyone’s 
expectations.”

Two Yamaha PM5D consoles handled 
Front of House duties. QSC amplification 
powered the system, with BSS Omnidrive 
compacts providing system DSP. Renkus-
Heinz’s David Rahn aligned and tuned the 
system using SysTune Software.

The Scion of Des Moines Stage featured 
sets by Godsmack, Rob Zombie, Hellyeah, 

Five Finger Death Punch, Drowning Pool, 
Halestorm, New Medicine and Mindrite. 
Over on the Avoidthestork.com Stage, 
performers included Three Days Grace, 
Alice Cooper, Seether, Papa Roach, Skil-
let, Red, Violent Soho and Dead Horse 
Trauma. 

The sold-out crowd was reportedly larger 
than the combined attendance of the last 
two years’ LAZERFEST shows, making for 
one of the area’s largest outdoor concerts 
since Lollapalooza in the 1990s.

7
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At NAMM 2010, Renkus-Heinz was All Over the Place

Iconyx boosts  
education at 
Frankfurt 
University
Slender Iconyx arrays flank 
projection screens at Frankfurt 
University’s Campus Westend

Mainz-based integration firm BFE 
Studio und Medien Systeme has 
specified Renkus-Heinz Iconyx 

IC16 Digitally Steerable Arrays as part of 
extensive presentation, sound reinforce-
ment and conference facilities in three 
new buildings on Campus Westend of the 
Frankfurt University in Germany.

The Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität 
Frankfurt am Main is among Germany’s 
foremost educational establishments, with 
ambitions to be one of Europe’s leading 
Universities. Its current renovation and 
expansion plan on the Westend Campus 
site will take the total capacity of the 
campus from 10,000 students currently to 
around 45,000 by 2014.

Three new buildings, the House of 
Finance, the Rechts-und Wirtschaftswis-
senschaften (Law and economics) building 
and the Hörzaalzentrum (centre) have been 
completed and equipped with AV systems 

designed by Datech consulting’s Detlef 
Hartmann and installed, following a project 
tender, by BFE under project manager Jörg 
Alberti.

Each building contains its own media 
network, with Peavey MediaMatrix Nion 
used for audio routing. The central lecture 
building houses two 1200-seat divisible 
rooms, along with four smaller lecture 
rooms, each seating some 300 students. 
Each room is equipped with Panasonic PTD 
7000 projectors models, Crestron Quick-
Media media control solution and a pair 
of Renkus-Heinz IC16 Digitally Steerable 
Array units.

In the privately-funded, marble-floored 
House of Finance are intimate, wood-
panelled seminar rooms, some sponsored 
by individual financial institutions and 
each seating up to 70 students. These 
have horseshoe-shaped seating tiers, with 
each two or three students sharing a built-

in beyerdynamic gooseneck conference 
microphone with a priority push button.

Each room is equipped with left and right 
Renkus-Heinz IC16 active column arrays, 
also networked via the Peavey Nion system.

 Meanwhile, the new Law and Econom-
ics facility’s nine seminar rooms are 
fitted with Renkus-Heinz IC7 columns, 
Panasonic PTD 7700 projectors, and 
8” Crestron TPMC touch-panels. As 
with the rest of the site, the rooms are 
all networked via CobraNet / Nion and 
Crestron QuickMedia so that lectures can 
be bridged across more than one room, 
or the audio recorded on Marantz 
recorders.

Atlantic Audio’s Wolfgang Garçon 
commented: “The Iconyx units are excep-
tionally useful in situations like this where 
you want to focus high quality sound very 
precisely.”

NAMM 2010 was a rousing success, 
with record attendance and upbeat 
crowds. It seemed everywhere you 

turned at the show, Renkus-Heinz was 
there. 

Reprising last year’s triumphant debut, 
a full IC Live system once again greeted 
attendees at the lobby’s center stage, host-
ing a full program of performances that 
got the crowd pumped up even before they 
entered the show floor. Among the lobby 
stage’s many highlights was a surprise 
rendition of the Star Spangled Banner by 
rock stalwart Ted Nugent.

This year a second IC Live system held 
forth at the nearby Anaheim Garden Walk, 
keeping NAMM guests entertained during 
lunch and dinner breaks as well, with a 
wide range of musical guests from acoustic 
and world music to full-on rock showcase 
IC Live’s power and versatility.

“Based on the reception the IC Live 
received at last year’s NAMM show, it 
was really a no-brainer to do it again this 
year,” remarked Renkus-Heinz Market-
ing Manager Margie Ulm. “NAMM is the 
perfect venue for showcasing the power of 
IC Live. These are people who love all kinds 

of music, and who truly appreciate a great 
sounding system.”

Elsewhere at the show, live sound guru 
Doug Fowler conducted a free Live Sound 
Measurement seminar on Advancing with 
SysTune, and Renkus-Heinz Sr. VP of Engi-
neering Ralph Heinz joined with JBL’s David 
Scheirman in a panel discussion on the 
Hows and Whys of Line Arrays.

Renkus-Heinz’s annual International 
Sales Conference was a well-attended 
success again this year, with the award for 
US Rep of the Year presented to Maryland-
based Taub Sales.

Image courtesy of Panasonic Marketing Europe GmbH
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Fayette Local Schools, a public K-12 
school in the small rural community 
of Fayette, Ohio, USA, has installed 

two pairs of Renkus-Heinz Iconyx digitally 
steerable line arrays to maximise the util-
ity and value of two key spaces in its new 
building.

This small community of 1340 people 
recently replaced its 80-year old High 
School and other school buildings with a 
new building of almost 100,000 square feet 
at the south end of town.

The project architect was Beuhrer Group 
Architecture & Engineering of Maumee, 
Ohio, and Barton Malow of Columbus, Ohio 
was the construction manager. AV systems, 
including the security cameras, build-
ing security, classroom sound reinforce-
ment, public address and sound system 
for the cafetorium and gymnasiums, 
were installed by “Muzak of Toledo”, Ohio. 
Muzak of Toledo’s engineer, John Raymond 
worked closely with Beuhrer Group to opti-
mize the AV systems.

As in many small towns, the high school 
is also a center for community activities of 
all kinds, including theatrical productions 
and musical concerts as well as athletics. 
All of these and more can take place in 
Fayette Local Schools, in a multipurpose 
space that includes both a gymnasium and 
cafétorium. A central stage is accessible 
to both spaces, which can be separated or 
combined depending on the event.

While some acoustical treatment was 
installed, the interior has an abundance of 
reflective materials like cinder block walls, 
glass windows and hard floors.

To keep things 
simple, Muzak 
of Toledo turned 
to Iconyx Digi-
tal Steerable 
Array systems. 
At Fayette 
Local Schools, 
Muzak of Toledo 
installed four 
Iconyx arrays: 
two IC32s 
(assembled on 
site from four 
IC8 modules) 
recessed into 
the gymnasium 
walls, and two 
IC24s (three-
module arrays) 
in the cafétorium side.

The DSPs for all arrays were prepro-
grammed on a computer running Beam-
Ware 2.0 software.

Using RTA and TEFF data, the appropri-
ate beams were assigned to properly cover 
the gymnasium and cafetorium. To ensure 
that the rear wall reflections were kept to 
a minimum, the IC32s for the gym were 
steered into six beams and optimized for 
coverage at all levels of the bleachers. 

“I was concerned about the coverage of 
the gym area from the standpoint of throw-
ing sound from one end of the gym,” says 
John Raymond. “The Iconyx more than 
satisfied the sound requirements for the 
area. We are able to run at anywhere from 
90 to 104db throughout the gym and rear 

wall echo is negligible. This configuration 
allows both the bleachers and floor to be 
fully covered. There is not a bad sound seat 
in the house.”

To keep things simple for the operators, 
Muzak of Toledo installed a Biamp Audia 
system with CobraNet digital audio distri-
bution, and stayed with the project after the 
school year opened to make sure training 
was adequate and the school staff under-
stands how to use the new technology to its 
best advantage.

“This was our first experience with 
Iconyx,” said John Raymond. “The aesthet-
ics of the spaces were preserved and the 
performance of the speakers is phenom-
enal. Iconyx is a great product to have in 
the toolbox.”

At NAMM 2010, Renkus-Heinz was All Over the Place

Iconyx helps Fayette Local Schools maximize 
new multipurpose building

No NAMM Convention would be complete 
without the hottest event of the year, the annual 
Coffin Case party and Fashion Show. FOH 
engineer Toby Francis (Guns N’ Roses) mixed 
an all-star lineup of bands including The Iron 
Maidens, Thundherstruck and Riot Brides, 
rocking out on a powerful Renkus-Heinz line 
array system of ten VERSYS VLX3 boxes and 
eight DR18-2 dual 18-inch subwoofers. Onstage 
monitoring was courtesy of Sygma SG121-52R 
powered monitors. Renkus-Heinz engineer 
Jonas Domkus tuned the system using SysTune 
technology. Needless to say, a splendid time 
was had by all.
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Iconyx powers President Obama’s Nobel speech
US President Barack Obama’s Nobel 

Peace prize acceptance speech 
marked a glittering début for Oslo 

City Council Hall’s newly installed Renkus-
Heinz Iconyx IC32 Digitally Steerable Array 
system. 

Although scarcely visible, the IC32s and 
matching subwoofers handled both the 
Nobel laureate’s speech and world-class 
musical performances equally effortlessly.

Benum, Renkus-Heinz’s Norwegian 
distributor, had been contracted by Oslo 

City Council to install a permanently 
installed system capable of delivering 
high intelligibility throughout the spacious 
marble-floored hall.

The system was specified by sound and 
acoustics consultant COWI, with the work 
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Iconyx powers President Obama’s Nobel speech

“The hall itself has very hard acoustics with 

highly reflective surfaces, which is why we 

specified Iconyx for it in the first place. 

It was the perfect sound system for such an 

occasion” - Sverre Jøssund

11

led by project manager Lars Ødemark with 
the assistance of senior consultants Bård 
Støfringsdal and Frode Bye.

The main audio system features a pair 
of Renkus-Heinz IC32 digitally steerable 
arrays, supplemented by CF121M active 

monitors and PN212 active subwoofers. 
The Iconyx cabinets are custom colored to 
blend in with the surrounding architecture, 
mounted flush to the walls.

The IC32s were installed in the summer 
of 2009, with fine tuning performed using 
Renkus-Heinz BeamWare and SDA’s 
EASERA (Electronic & Acoustic System 
Evaluation and Response Analysis) soft-
ware.

In charge of sound for the Nobel Peace 
Prize presentation was Benum’s senior 
audio team, headed by sound engineers 
Morten Jorseth and Erik Bergersen, with 
project design technician Sverre Jøssund, 
Ronald Hernes and Peder Krohn from 
Benum.

President Obama’s acceptance speech, 
through a pair of AKG C747s, and the musi-
cal performances from soprano Solveig 
Kringlebotn, bassist and singer Esperanza 
Spalding, and world renowned Chinese 
pianist Lang Lang, were all delivered 
through the Renkus-Heinz Iconyx system. 

Benum’s Sverre Jøssund commented: 
“It was a very exciting day, with an incred-
ible atmosphere. As a company we are 
very experienced with large events but the 
expectation on this occasion was excep-
tional.

“Television audiences around the world 
tuned in to the speech, and of course the 
live audience in the City Hall was full of 

famous politicians and dignitaries.
“The hall itself has very hard acoustics 

with highly reflective surfaces, which is why 
we specified Iconyx for it in the first place.  
It was the perfect sound system for such an 
occasion.”

MAIN PHOTO: Alongside an Iconyx IC32 loudspeaker 
(at far right in the photo), Nobel Peace Prize laureate US 
President Barack Obama poses with committee member 
Kaci Kullmann Five (2nd Left) during the Nobel Peace prize 
award ceremony at the City Hall in Oslo on December 10, 2009  
JEWEL SAMAD/AFP/Getty Images
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The New York metropolitan area buzzes all year long 
with concerts, shows and events of all types, but the 
summer season is when things really heat up. Despite 

the economic slowdown, the city that never sleeps sported 
a record breaking summer of concerts, special events and 
outdoor celebrations. 

That was good news for Roselle Park, NJ-based Audio 
Incorporated. The company typically enjoys a full dance card 
through the summer months, and this year a number of new 
and expanded gigs made for an even busier calendar of back-
to-back events that demand fl exibility and long hours for both 
personnel and equipment. 

Directly on the heels of the Lincoln Center series (see next 
page), the Audio Incorporated crew loaded up their VERSYS 
systems and headed across the river to Flushing Meadow 
Park’s Arthur Ashe Stadium and the US Open Tennis Tour-
nament. There again, the system met the test in an entirely 
different application.

Before the fi rst serve crosses the net, millions across the 

NEW YORK,
NEW YORK!

One summer, two major events for

Audio Incorporated’s VL3 system
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globe tune in for the US Open’s opening 
ceremonies, an elaborate celebration of live 
music, dance and celebrity appearances. 
It’s a fast-paced event that requires preci-
sion timing and well-rehearsed choreog-
raphy from performers and technical staff 
alike. 

With a seating capacity of some 27,000 
people, Arthur Ashe Stadium is the world’s 
largest tennis venue. Sinclair and company 
have devised a unique approach to the 
challenges presented in providing audio for 
the ceremonies.

Audio Incorporated’s solution entails four 
custom-built rolling carts, each carrying 
four VERSYS VL3 self-powered systems, 
along with power distribution and BSS 
London BLU 120 DSP units. The carts, 
which are compact enough to be rolled out 
through the venue’s low entryways, are 
then positioned in a four-corners confi gu-
ration, each tilted back to point across the 

court toward the opposite quadrant. Mike 
Sinclair explains the stadium’s logistical 
and acoustical challenges. 

“The stadium itself is quite large, but 
being a tennis venue, the actual court size 
is not,” Sinclair observes. “With the seat-
ing extending right down to courtside, that 
doesn’t afford us enough space to back 
the speakers away from the audience if 
we point them outward. By turning them 
around and pointing them cross-court, 
we’re able to achieve a better near-to-far 
ratio and much better overall coverage.”

The time constraints of the live broadcast 
add additional challenges. “From the point 
when they fi nish the opening ceremonies to 
the point of play is one commercial break,” 
says Sinclair. “That means we’ve got exactly 
90 seconds to get the carts off and be back 
on air with a clean court, ready to play.” 
The carts’ wheels are designed to be fi rm 
enough to move quickly, but soft enough 

to not damage the court’s surface. “They 
don’t even let us on the court without tennis 
shoes,” he adds.

Sinclair chose the VERSYS VL3 boxes 
for their exceptionally even coverage and 
power in a compact, self-powered package. 
“The Renkus-Heinz cabinets are really the 
only product that can actually do this job 
in such a compact space,” he concludes. 
“They provide amazingly even coverage. 
When they say 90 degrees, they mean it. 
Even at a distance of over 200 feet to the 
back rows, the high frequencies don’t 
beam. It’s unbelievable how great they 
sound.”

Sinclair concludes, ”The VERSYS system 
has done a stellar job for us, day in and day 
out for an entire summer. It has delivered 
great sound in challenging venues across 
a very wide range of program material. 
Honestly, what more can you ask for?” 

THE ADEO-DESIGNED TOUCHSCREEN 

“With a seating 
capacity of 27,000, 
Arthur Ashe Stadium 
is the world’s largest 
tennis venue. Sinclair 
and company have 
devised a unique 
approach to the 
challenges presented 
in providing audio for 
the ceremonies”

NEW YORK,
NEW YORK!

C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 1

US TENNIS OPEN 2009

VL3 LINE ARRAY STACK 
ON WHEELED CART
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Audio Incorporated’s season had 
kicked off with a full roster of events 
at Lincoln Center. For busy New 

Yorkers confined to Manhattan’s concrete 
canyons, the summer events calendar at 
Lincoln Center offers a welcome respite 
from their office towers and cramped 
apartments. From concerts and shows to 
the ever-popular Midsummer Night Swing 
festival, the area surrounding the famed 
venue becomes a mid-town oasis on balmy 
summer days and evenings.

The adjacent Damrosch Park hosts most 
of the Center’s outdoor events, which this 
year included cellist Yo-Yo Ma’s Silk Road 
Project, as well as performances by Dave 
Brubeck, MeShell Ndegeocello, Ramblin’ 
Jack Elliot and more. Along with the Out of 
Doors series and other free concerts, the 
park hosts the annual Midsummer Night 
Swing series, where couples can dance 
to live performances of the music of the 
1940s, 50s and 60s.

With such an eclectic mix of musical 
material, Sinclair opted for a self-powered 
sound system based around six Renkus-
Heinz VERSYS VL3 cabinets per side, with a 
pair of DR18-2 dual 18-inch subwoofers per 
side for low frequency punch. The system 
is augmented by dual delay towers, each 
with five PN102LA arrays, further down the 
plaza. A Yamaha PM5D console handles 
front of house duties, with an M7CL desk at 
monitor position. 

As Sinclair explains, the Renkus-Heinz 
system was a clear choice given the soni-
cally diverse roster presented by the 

“The Renkus-Heinz VL3 was a clear choice 
given the sonically diverse roster presented 
by the summer series.”

LINCOLN CENTER SUMMER SERIES

summer series. “The shows really do run 
the gamut, from classical and jazz to rock 
and hip hop,” he says. “The Midsummer 
Night Swing series includes ballroom 
dancing from the Lindy to disco, and the 
Out Of Doors events included genres of 
Americana ranging from Dave Brubeck to 
roots rock and zydeco.”

For Sinclair and company, this was their 
13th year at the Midsummer Night Swing 
festival, and their first doing the Out of 
Doors event as well.

 “The summer series gets bigger every 
year, and promises to continue to grow,” 
he observes. “With very little time between 
events, it’s important for us to bring in a 
single system that can not only provide the 
best coverage, but can handle the entire 
summer’s wide range of programs and 
performances. The Renkus-Heinz system is 
simply the best for the job.”
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This outdoor installation, 
where daytime 
temperatures can reach 
45°C / 113°F, includes 
PN102/LA line arrays, 
DR18-2R subwoofers, 
a ST5M2 and ST5LR 
combination for the ‘voice 
of God’, and PN121s and 
PN151s for surround 
sound. The configuration 
creates a 10.1 surround 
sound system
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Swaminarayan Akshardham Water Show
“This unique show, at Gandhinagar in Gujarat, India, is possibly the first spiritual 

water show in the world. A multi-media show, it uses music, water, fire, laser, live 

actors, video, and other media to put across a value-based message”
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Swaminarayan
Akshardham Water Show

very day at Swaminarayan 
Akshardham Gandhinagar Open-
air Amphitheater in Gujarat, India, 
a brilliant 45-minute spectacle 
unfolds after sunset.

The Sat-Chit-Anand Water Show, 
produced by BAPS Swaminarayan Sanstha 
(BAPS) in a technical and creative collabo-
ration with French creative agency ECA2, 
is a new addition to the Swaminarayan 
Akshardham complex in Gandhinagar, the 
capital city of Gujarat. It opened on April 
3, 2010 with a live TV broadcast and a VIP 
audience.

‘Sat’ means Truth, ‘Chit’ means 
Consciousness and ‘Anand’ means Bliss: 
Consciousness of the Ultimate Truth, lead-
ing to the experience of Eternal Bliss. The 
show reveals this ancient secret of India 
through the gripping Upanishadic story of 
Nachiketa, a 9 year old boy who bravely 
confronts Yamaraj, the god of death, 
and receives from him the knowledge of 
immortality and eternal happiness.

It is the world’s first water show created to 
convey a spiritual message through a fusion 
of lasers, lights, water, fire, sound, animation, 
video projection and live characters.

A Renkus-Heinz loudspeaker system 
was chosen to provide the audio delivery 
to match the visual imagery, to an outdoor 
amphitheatre audience that typically fills 
its 2,200 seats up to twice a day, a mixture 
of Hindu and non-Hindu visitors including a 
sizeable tourist contingent keen to experi-
ence at first hand a recounting of ancient 
Indian wisdoms.

The show’s elements include a 130 ft 
wide and 60 ft tall water screen, 44,000 
lumens of video projection, multicolor laser 
projections and a 10.1 surround sound 
system – Renkus-Heinz powered. The liquid 
action also involves 4000 water nozzles, 118 
pumps, 2000 lights, 10 multidimensional 
water nozzles, 12 fire balls and 500 sq ft of 
fire on water.

It begins with a mystical introduction to 
India’s cultural and spiritual glory using 
colorful combinations of water, lasers and 
lights. The narrator then introduces the 
story of Nachiketa - a fearless and deter-
mined 9 year old boy who has been an 
inspiration to the countless generations of 
children of India since ancient times. Live 
actors play the roles of Nachiketa and his 
father, Uddalak Rishi, and take the audi-
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THE DESIGNERS

ECA2’s Creative Director, Yves Pépin, 
numbers among his credits the Euro 
Disney Opening Ceremony, the Open-
ing and Closing Ceremonies of the 
1998 Football World Cup in Paris 
and the 2004 Paralympic Games 
in Athens. He was also the Artistic 
Adviser, along with Steven Spielberg 
and Ric Birch, for the Beijing 2008 
Olympic Games Opening and Closing 
Ceremonies.

ABOUT BAPS

BAPS (www.baps.org) is a social, 
cultural and spiritual organization 
headquartered in India with a world-
wide network of over 3,300 centres. A 
not-for-profit charitable NGO, BAPS 
is affiliated with United Nation’s 
Economic and Social Council. Along 
with humanitarian activities, BAPS 
also nourishes universal values 
through cultural centers like Swami-
narayan Akshardham in New Delhi 
and in Gandhinagar, Gujarat.

SPECTACULAR WATER SHOW UNVEILS ANCIENT INDIAN WISDOM WITH 
RHAON-EQUIPPED, WEATHERIZED RENKUS-HEINZ 10.1 SURROUND SYSTEM
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ence back 10,000 years to the time of Vedic 
India. Nachiketa travels to the land of death 
when Uddalak, angered by his son’s persis-
tent questioning, sends him to Yamaraj. 
Nachiketa arrives in the land of death and 
has to wait for three days before he meets 
the god of death.

Projected on a 60 foot high water screen, 
Yamaraj creates thunderstorms, volca-
noes, fire and tornadoes to scare the little 
boy by his powers of destruction. The rest 
of the story (we won’t reveal the plot) is 
depicted by lasers, video projections, lights 
and water fountains – and concludes with 
a grand finale celebrating the joys of life, 
presented by an impressive combination of 
fountains, lasers, lights, sound and fire.

BAPS Technical Director Vipul Vaghela 
explains that the complex opened in 1992 
and in the years since “we were thinking 
about adding one attraction into that, and 
since everything there has a meaning, we 
wanted to create an attraction which is for 
education plus entertainment, and leaves 
a long-lasting impression of that message. 
The story is about a way to get an everlast-
ing happiness, and that story very much 
suited a water show type of attraction. We 
used the best, most modern, technology to 
deliver the message for an eternal truth. 
And when we presented it to our commit-
tee they liked the idea, and we got the 

go-ahead for this project.” The show is, he 
emphasizes, aimed at the broadest possi-
ble audience.

“We selected Renkus-Heinz,” he says, 
for two reasons. Number one: the faithful 
reproduction of the sound, even at the high 
gain that was very crucial for us. Our music 
is very difficult and it uses a wide variety of 
instruments. So if those instruments are 
not faithfully reproduced by the speaker 
system half of the charm of the music 
would be lost. We found Renkus-Heinz 
loudspeakers exceeded our expectations in 
that respect. Another technical factor was 
the loudspeakers’ non-intrusive looks and 
integrated CobraNet/RHAON.

“Secondly, which we appreciate very 
much, is that the company understands the 
non-profit cause of our organization and 
they have supported us by giving us excep-
tional service from the time of the first 
demonstration right through to final instal-
lation and commissioning.”

He adds: “The biggest challenge was 
to generate uniform distribution of sound 
pressure level without speakers becoming 
a visual intrusion to the show elements. 
The speakers needed to be as inconspicu-
ous as possible and as low in height as 
possible. The second challenge was to have 
speakers that could withstand the harsh 
environment they would be exposed to, as 

this is an outdoor installation, and the aver-
age summer temperature in the area is 
around 42° C/ 107° F, or on an extreme day, 
45° C/ 113° F. Another major challenge was 
to use the best audio delivery system to the 
loudspeakers, which are in an electrically 
harsh environment. 

“A team of engineers from Renkus-Heinz 
and BAPS worked very closely to come 
up with the ground stacked line array to 
generate a uniform SPL throughout the 
sitting area. Renkus-Heinz suggested 
using its PN Series line arrays which can 
deliver enough power and are weather-
resistant even in such a harsh environment. 
CobraNet was selected as the transport 
mechanism for the audio signals to these 
self-powered speakers which further 
provided easy loudspeaker management 
using RHAON.”

The system design was configured as 
nine PN102/LA-WR (Weather Resistant) 
line array cabinets, four DR18-2Rs 
subwoofers, a combination of ST7/64R and 
two ST5LR cabinets for the ‘voice of God’ 
and PN121s and PN151s for surround 
sound, the entire system creating a 10.1 
surround sound system.

Vipul Vaghela concludes: “BAPS is very satis-
fied with the installation – the sound is excellent 
and all the technical challenges have been 
met with help of the whole team.”
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“It presented unique challenges, including 
the classic conundrum of enhancing the 
acoustics of a stone and glass interior while 
preserving the traditional architecture”
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music are a major focus, ranging from a 
ballet studio and liturgical dance to the 
Metro Players theatrical troupe and three 
choirs. While the congregation is happy to 
take on tasks such as embroidering a 10 
x 25 foot dossal cloth behind the altar (its 
predecessor had been there so long that 
it disintegrated when it was taken down 
for cleaning), the church turned to outside 
professionals for help with audiovisual 
technology: Corbett Technology Solutions 
Inc. (CTSI) of Chantilly, Virginia, a D.C. 
suburb.

Although this project was not particu-
larly large by CTSI standards, it did present 
unique challenges, including the classic 
conundrum of enhancing the acoustics of 
a stone and glass interior while preserving 
the traditional architecture.

CTSI’s engineers knew they had a solu-
tion to that problem, and they illustrated 
it with EASE models of how Iconyx arrays 
would perform inside the walls of Metro-
politan United. “The designers realized the 
benefits of our proposal,” CTSI Senior Vice 
President Gino Ruta recalls, “which was 
to go with an advanced digitally steerable 
array: Renkus-Heinz Iconyx.”

The basic IC8 array contains eight full-
range, high performance coaxial trans-

ducers, each individually controlled by its 
own digital amplifier and programmable 
digital signal processor (DSP). IC8’s can be 
combined in the field to form taller arrays: 
IC16’s, IC24’s and IC32’s. In addition to 
being louder, the taller arrays can generate 
more beams of sound energy and control 
them at lower frequencies.

CTSI proposed two IC24’s, two IC16’s and 
two IC8’s attached to columns just in front 
of the altar, midway through the sanctuary 
and almost at the back. The larger arrays 
cover the main floor of the sanctuary, 
while the IC8’s provide fill coverage to an 
overflow loft above the church entrance. 
CTSI retained the existing mixing console 
and used a BSS BLU-16 to process the 
signal distributed to the six self-powered 
Iconyx arrays via a Sony Anycast Station. 
Primarily designed as a compact location-
video switcher, the Anycast Station is also 
used integrate Sony video cameras, Extron 
switching and Communication Specialties 
Fiberlink transmitters and receivers.

The transition to digital audio distribu-
tion and digitally steered arrays prompted 
a dramatic reaction from the client. Their 
first experience of the new sound system 
was one of “jaw dropping satisfaction,” 
according to Ruta.

A Renkus-Heinz Iconyx Digitally Beam 
Steerable loudspeaker system, 
installed by CTSI, has been chosen 

as the audio centerpiece of a $3 million 
renovation of the venerable Metropolitan 
Memorial United Methodist Church in 
Washington, DC.

Founded in 1852, the church has been 
part of the nation’s capitol for over 150 
years and moved to its current Gothic 
stone building in 1930. In 2006, the church 
embarked on the restoration of its magnifi-
cent landmark building. The setting of 
a new steeple gives passersby a clearly 
visible sign that the cooperative parish of 
Metropolitan Memorial and St. Luke’s is a 
vital community.

Inside, the focus was on new audio 
and video systems that would help the 
church reach out through a wide range of 
ministries and worship services. Arts and 

ICONYX DELIVERS CLARITY 
in $3m Washington church upgrade
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IC Live helps famed 
Mormon Tabernacle Choir feel at home

Few vocal groups are as instantly 
recognizable as the Mormon 
Tabernacle Choir, both by name and 

by sound. Founded in 1847, the famed choir 
has become an integral part of American 
culture, performing regularly from the 
landmark Mormon Tabernacle in Salt Lake 
City.

Now, four Renkus-Heinz IC Live digitally 
steerable line array systems are being used 
to create a natural ambience in the choir’s 
main performance space.

Called one of the world’s architectural 
masterpieces by none other than Frank 
Lloyd Wright, the Tabernacle is a truly 
unique structure, its domed roof creating 
a remarkable acoustical environment that 
is arguably as much a part of the Choir’s 
sound as the voices of the men and women 
themselves. But as their audience has 
grown, the Tabernacle’s 6,000 plus capacity 
could no longer accommodate its legions of 
fans, and in 2000 the LDS Church opened 
the doors to its new 21,000 seat Conference 
Center.

But as Poll Sound’s Deward Timothy 
explains, as majestic as the Conference 
Center may be, for the singers themselves 
it can not match the intimate acoustics of 
the original Tabernacle’s dome. The situa-
tion is further complicated by the fact that 
the Tabernacle is still the Choir’s official 
home, with the Conference Center only 
used for performances to larger audiences.

“The domed area of the Tabernacle 
where the Choir sit is no more than about 
80 or 90 feet across, and it has a very 
natural, unique ambience,” says Timothy. 
“They’ve been practicing and performing 
under that dome for 150 years, and while the 
rostrum of the Conference Center certainly 
sounds magnificent in its own right, it’s 
simply not the same, and they’re not hearing 
themselves like they’re used to.”

Unique challenges call for unique solu-
tions, and the Choir called upon Steve 
Barber of Massachusetts-based Lares 
Associates. Utilizing a combination of close 
miking, strategically positioned loudspeak-
ers and digital signal processing, Barber’s 

system creates a natural ambience that 
closely replicates that of the Tabernacle. 
Four IC Live units are part of the system, 
positioned behind and to either side of the 
singers, with processing handled by Lares 
DSP and reverberation units.

“It’s a very low-profile system, and it’s 
pretty much inaudible to the audience,” 
says Timothy. “But for the singers it’s ideal. 
The IC Lives are an important part of the 
system; they’re exceptionally flat and natu-
ral sounding, with a high enough output to 
be heard over the 130 voices of the Choir.”

For the singers of the famed Choir, the 
system has addressed the challenges of 
maintaining the intimacy of the original 
Tabernacle in a much larger venue. 

“It works exceptionally well,” concludes 
Timothy. “It’s very subtle. When you’re 
sitting in the Choir area, it’s like you’re 
speaking in a normal conversational tone, 
but it sounds like it’s coming from every-
where. The singers and directors are very 
happy; most of them say it sounds every bit 
as good as the Tabernacle itself.”

“The IC Lives are exceptionally flat and natural sounding, with a high 
enough output to be heard over the 130 voices of the Choir”
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Founded in 1998 as a mission of St. Ann’s in Marietta, Georgia, 
St. Peter Chanel has grown continually from its original six 
families, becoming a parish in 2000, and today includes over 

2500 families. A new church, completed in 2008, adds a traditional 
neo-Gothic note to the St. Peter Chanel campus, yet features a 
highly contemporary audio system featuring Renkus-Heinz Iconyx 
Digitally Steerable Array loudspeakers.

Designed by CDH Partners Inc. and built by 
Van Winkle & Co., Inc., the traditional cruciform 
church includes a 1224-seat sanctuary and a smaller 
chapel that is open 24 hours a day for Perpetual 
Eucharistic Adoration.

Lee Sound Design of Atlanta, Georgia designed 
the acoustical treatment for the new church. The 
sound system was designed and installed by Baker 
Audio of Norcross, Georgia. “St. Peter Chanel 
contacted us in the spring of 2007,” recalls Vice 
President Jason Hicks. “They had some budget 
constraints, but needed a sound system that would 
do three things at once: accommodate the needs of 
the current congregation, be ready to handle further 
growth, and preserve the beautiful traditional 
aesthetics of the sanctuary.”

Services at St. Peter Chanel can include an orches-
tra or the Life Teen band in addition to the pipe organ 
and choir. Of course, speech intelligibility was a prin-
ciple requirement as well. Yet even with the treatment 
designed by Lee Sound, the church presented an 
acoustical challenge, with abundant glass windows, 
polished wood and plaster surfaces, and very little 
absorption.

“Our EASE analysis revealed that we needed highly 
directional loudspeakers,” says Hicks. “At the same 
time, we needed something compact. Our objective 
when working in a space like this is to emphasize 
its natural beauty in a transparent fashion by using 
speakers that are aesthetically pleasing.”

Baker Audio’s solution was a pair of IC8 Iconyx Digi-
tally Steerable Arrays. The IC8’s are indeed compact: 
just over three feet high and about six inches wide and 
deep. But with each of the eight co-axial transduc-
ers controlled individually by its own 100 watt digital 
amplifier and digital signal processor (DSP), the IC8 
provides precise, programmable directivity. Up to four 
beams of sound can be programmed in BeamWare, 
the design software. Meanwhile the physical enclo-
sure remains flush mounted, becoming nearly invis-
ible in a wide range of architectural settings.

Microphones and other inputs are mixed on a 
Yamaha M7-CL console whose 48 channels provide 
lots of room for expansion as the church continues to 
grow. “It’s user-friendly, and an outstanding value,” 
says Project Manager Jacob Dylan. A Biamp Audia 
handles signal distribution and processing duties. 

Aviom Personal Monitoring makes sure that the Life Teen band’s 
backline doesn’t over-excite the reverberant sanctuary.

“The client loves the system,” Hicks reports. “It sounds phenom-
enal, and they have commented that Baker Audio went ‘above and 
beyond’ in taking care of their needs. This project was one of the 
most beautiful spaces we have worked in. St. Peter Chanel is a 
great example of natural beauty meeting modern technology.”
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At St Peter Chanel, natural beauty of 
modern church meets new technology
“EASE analysis revealed this church needed highly directional but compact, 
aesthetically pleasing loudspeakers”



Iconic St Mark’s Church Gets Iconyx TreatmentIconic St Mark’s Church Gets Iconyx Treatment

or St. Mark’s Lutheran Church, 
a registered San Francisco land-
mark built in 1895, the 1989 Loma 
Prieta earthquake was the second 

major seismic event it had withstood. 15 
years on from a government-mandated 
seismic retrofit that addressed consider-
able cosmetic damage the church commis-
sioned a new sound system.

The challenge was to design a reinforce-
ment system for the spoken word that 
would not interfere with the church’s tradi-
tional acoustic music presentation of pipe 
organ, piano, harpsichord and choir, none 
of which are miked. 

Tom Corbett of Charles M. Salter Asso-
ciates in San Francisco was the prin-
cipal design consultant. “We chose the 
Renkus-Heinz Iconyx for two reasons,” says 
Corbett. “First, to preserve the architec-
tural integrity of the room, and second, we 
needed a very specific coverage pattern to 
provide uniform intelligibility over the main 

floor and balcony while co-existing with the 
natural room acoustics. The only way we 
could achieve that with an architecturally 
compatible system was with a steerable 
array.” 

Attached flat to a given wall, a steerable 
array utilizes a column of identical speak-
ers with very specific spacing. Each driver 
has a dedicated amplifier and DSP control-
ler chip, enabling programmable sound 
beams to create very specific coverage 
patterns.

“That’s very important in a space like 
this,” notes Corbett. “By keeping the sound 
away from the ceiling and off the balcony 
face, we created a highly intelligible vocal 
system without requiring architectural 
finishes which would affect the natural 
acoustics that highlight the musical pres-
entation.”

To minimize visual impact in the land-
mark structure, the tall, slender columns 
were attached flat to the wall surface and 

custom-painted to match.
The Iconyx system in St. Mark’s consists 

of two IC16-R columns, each programmed 
to generate three distinct coverage beams 
per side: one for the balcony, one aimed for 
a long under-balcony throw, and a third to 
cover the front half of the church. The “R” 
designation means the units have RHAON 
(Renkus-Heinz Audio Operations Network) 
built in for complete remote system control 
over a single CAT5 cable.

OPERATING IN CLOSE CONFINES
The sanctuary’s physical layout presented 

another design challenge. “The balcony is 
quite close, so we mounted the two Iconyx 
columns higher than usual and aimed them 
diagonally in crossfire fashion,” Corbett 
explains. That allows the top beam from 
each eight-foot column to “see” into the 
balcony seating while avoiding both the 
wood facing and the arched ceiling. 

“As you know, organ designers and sound 
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Iconic St Mark’s Church Gets Iconyx TreatmentIconic St Mark’s Church Gets Iconyx Treatment

“Renkus-Heinz 
steerable 

array delivers 
intelligibility while 

preserving the 
unique architectural 

heritage”

system designers are typically at odds, 
because they want to extend the reverbera-
tion time and make the room more musi-
cal, while for speech we want to shorten 
that reverberation to avoid multiple arrivals 
at the listeners ear,” says Corbett. “But 
a tool like the Iconyx allows those oppos-
ing goals to coexist. In fact, for this job, we 
actually were able to accommodate the 
increase in reverberation caused by going 
to a full hardwood floor. Because Iconyx 
allows us to control loudspeaker disper-
sion, we can achieve excellent speech intel-
ligibility while still taking full advantage of 
the room acoustics.”

“The steerable array columns are 
extremely effective,” agrees St. Mark’s Gary 
Schilling. “We wanted a system that would 
give us speech intelligibility throughout 
the room and fit in very discreetly with 
the room architecture. The Renkus-Heinz 
Iconyx system delivered all of that for us.”
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KNIGHT THEATRE
CHARLOTTE’S NEW STAR SHINES BRIGHT

harlotte’s Knight Theater has 
been outfitted with a state-of-the-
art sound system that includes 
Renkus-Heinz’s PNX102/LA line 

arrays, along with center clusters of STX4 
Series loudspeakers.

Part of the newly-completed Wells 
Fargo Cultural Campus that also houses 
the 55-storey Duke Energy Center, the 
Mint Museum and the Bechtler Museum 
of Modern Art, the multicultural 1200-
seat Knight Theater is home to the North 
Carolina Dance Theater, the Charlotte 
Symphony, and a wide variety of music, 
comedy and touring productions. and tourin 

PHOTOS: MARGIE ULM

PNX102/LA Line Arrays and STX4 Center Cluster for 1,200 seat auditorium at Wells Fargo Campus
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The diverse roster of performances was 
one reason for the selection of the Renkus-
Heinz systems, says Project Manager 
Robert Delaney of Raleigh-based Strategic 
Connections. “The Knight Theater is a very 
well designed space, with diffusers that 
can be rearranged to adapt its acoustics 

to different types of program material,” he 
explains. “To make the most of this flexibil-
ity, you want to start with a sound system 
that’s as flat as possible. Renkus-Heinz 
loudspeakers are exceptionally flat and 
uncolored, right out of the box.”

 

KNIGHT THEATRE
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“The PNX102 line array is just an excellent product, 
particularly for larger halls like this,” says Project 
Manager Robert Delaney of Raleigh-based Strategic 
Connections
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“The main system comprises two hangs 
of twelve PNX102LA line arrays, flown 
just left and right of the proscenium.” The 
arrays are augmented by a center cluster 
of four STX4/44 boxes, with a single TRX62H 
cabinet for near-field coverage of the front 
rows. Another cluster of three STX4/44 
cabinets provides additional delayed cover-
age to the balcony seating. 

Renkus-Heinz engineers provided the 
loudspeaker preemphasis parameters for 
the system’s digital signal processing tech-
nology, and the system was commissioned 
by Jim Brawley of Clemson, SC-based 
James S. Brawley and Associates. 

CRITICAL COMMISSIONING 

As Brawley explains, commissioning the 
system is an important, and often over-
looked aspect of system design. “One of the 
most significant benefits of the Renkus-
Heinz PNX line array and the STX fill arrays 
is the ability to provide focused coverage 
and accurate imaging to the entire audi-
ence.”

He adds: “Tuning and commissioning 
the system can make a critical difference 
in focusing the sound where it needs to 
be. Ultimately it can make or break the 
system’s performance.”

The system is powered by Lab Gruppen 
CS-series amplification, with DSP handled 
by BSS London processors. A 48-chan-
nel Yamaha M7CL console covers front of 
house duties, with a selection of wireless 
mics from Shure and Sennheiser. 

“The PNX102 line array is just an excel-
lent product, particularly for larger halls 
like this,” says Delaney.

Overseen by the acclaimed Blumenthal 
Performing Arts Center, recent shows at 
the Knight have included the Alvin Ailey 
American Dance Theater, the Moody Blues, 
and the Monterey Jazz Festival on Tour.



T. C. Williams High School in Alexandria, 
VA, which found Hollywood fame 
in the 2000 Disney blockbuster 

Remember the Titans, presented an 
unusual challenge to the designers of its 
new sound system – plenty of space for the 
new loudspeakers but very little time to fit 
them.

Sure, it wasn’t quite as tough as the 
struggle faced by Denzel Washington’s 
football coach character in the movie, set 
in 1971, who builds a team for the freshly 
integrated Alexandria Virginia high school, 
overcomes inter-racial tensions and the 
loss of one of its stars, goes on to win the 
state championship and becomes national 
runner-up. But it seems every job has a 
few unique wrinkles, and this one was no 
exception.

ALEXANDRIA’S NEW FLAGSHIP
The real school recently moved into a 

new building designed as the flagship of 
Alexandria City Public Schools. The facil-
ity includes an 880 seat auditorium with 
a proscenium stage up front and two 
lecture halls in the rear. To provide sound 
reinforcement for both school meet-
ings and cultural events like theatrical 
productions and concerts, Alexandria City 
Public Schools Director of Construction 
Mark Burke called the district’s long-time 
provider Corbett Technology Solutions, Inc. 
(CTSI).

How much of a problem could one little 
auditorium be for CTSI (a firm that handles 
with AV, IT, multimedia and network-
ing solutions for the complete spectrum 
of corporate and government custom-
ers)? “On this project, the school district 
needed a 30 day turnaround from contact 

“The client was very 

pleased with the system, 

and especially the sound 

quality of the ST9/4-3 RPA, 

which was well beyond 

what they expected.” 

– Gino Ruta, CTSI.
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Reference 
Point Array 
is in Time 
for Titans

to completion,” CTSI Senior Vice President 
Gino Ruta explains. “It was pretty clear 
there had been very little planning for 
audiovisual systems, as indicated by the 
minimal amount of conduit available.” 
There was, however an existing opening in 
the ceiling.

CTSI’s search for systems that could 
provide full coverage of the room from 
that location quickly centered on Renkus-
Heinz’s Reference Point Array (RPA) range 
of pre-configured arrays. Their designers 
specified an ST9/4-3(T), a self-powered 
RPA of three ST9/44 full-range loudspeak-
ers with integral PM3 tri-amplifiers and 
System Specific Processing. The RPA pack-
age also includes matching hanging hard-
ware and all interconnecting cables. Two 
extra STX2M CoEntrant Midrange modules 
were added as downfill.

“Because the cluster is self powered,” 
Ruta says,” we could pull a single audio 
input line from the booth, minimizing the 

amount of conduit and time required.” 
Along with speed and simplicity, quality and 
reliable delivery were key criteria in this 
purchase decision. The entire system was 
built, prepped and tested at the Foothill 
Ranch, California factory, and air freighted 
overnight to meet the extremely tight 
project schedule.

PERFECT BALANCE
A Biamp AudiaFlex is CTSI’s main front 

end for the system. CTSI’s programming 
and custom control panel offer a choice 
of three main modes of operation. Simple 
Automix mode is for use with voice-only 
presentations using up to eight micro-
phones. Simple Manual Mixer mode allows 
manual level control over eight mics, 
intended for musical performances and 
similar events. Auxiliary Mixer mode comes 
into play when the school needs to pull out 
a Roland Digital Snake and a full analog 
FOH console with effects and dynamics 

equipment for plays, musicals or other 
events require a full audio production with 
lots of input channels on stage. “We were 
looking for the perfect balance between 
simple audio control for the administrators 
and the advanced processing of a full audio 
system for the technical operators,” says 
Ruta.

It looks like CTSI found that perfect 
balance. “The client was very pleased with 
the system, and especially the sound qual-
ity of the ST9/4-3 RPA, which was well 
beyond what they expected.”

Based in Chantilly, VA, CTSI serves 
healthcare, educational, government, 
houses of worship and corporate custom-
ers with customized, integrated technology 
solutions including healthcare and educa-
tion specific communication, audiovisual, 
fire detection, security, professional sound 
and multimedia, voice and voice/data inter-
networking systems, as well as certified 
premise wiring.

TC WILLIAMS HIGH SCHOOL IN 
VIRGINIA STARRED IN THE HIT 

DISNEY MOVIE ‘REMEMBER 
THE TITANS’.  ITS FLAGSHIP 

NEW BUILDING HAS AN AUDIO 
INSTALLATION TO DO IT JUSTICE
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oha is home to an increasing number of grassy areas and 
parks, offering its’ residents the opportunity to walk, jog 
and exercise in what was a universal desert landscape of 
barren sand and rock less than a decade ago. From the 

perfectly manicured Corniche to the 88 hectare Aspire Park, visi-
tors can relax under the shade of trees or by the water. Aspire Park 
can easily be identified from afar as it sits below the tallest build-
ing in Doha – the imposing Aspire Tower. This 300-metre structure 
served as the focal point for the 15th Asian Games hosted by Qatar 
in December 2006 and rubs shoulders with the Khalifa International 
Stadium. However, it now serves as a beacon for those wanting to 
make full use of the park’s attractions and in doing so escaping the 
city’s bustle, increasing traffic and ongoing construction.

Aspire Park surrounds the Villagio Mall and Aspire Zone and 
contains a small hill, the only lake in Qatar with bridges and 21 
fountains, benches for picnics, football pitches, aquatic birds and 
over 700 various species of domestic and imported trees from 
Australia, China, Spain and Thailand. The rubber floor jogging alley 
which meanders throughout the park includes small solar panel 
lights for the benefit of runners who prefer to use the park at night. 
In addition, there are horse riding trails, a bicycle track, a wooden 
chip track, a walking track and plenty of parking spaces. Given the 
high summertime temperatures that Doha experiences, visitors can 
only stay in the park from evening till early morning, so Aspire Park 
attracts more people during the winter months.

The Aspire Foundation invited AV suppliers to come forward in 
March 2009 with a PA system solution in Aspire Park that would 
allow paging station announcements, background music and calls 
to prayer. The guidelines were strict and would not, for example, 
allow any civil works to be conducted in which speaker cabling 
could be dug into the ground. Doha-based systems integrator and 
distributor Techno Q did their homework to perfection and were 
appointed as the contractor for the project, based upon the meticu-
lous designs submitted by Aftab Ahmed. Mr. Ahmed’s submission 
was largely approved on the basis that the loudspeakers would be 
installed onto 46 lighting poles throughout the park. The entire park 
is Wi-Fi enabled via the transmitters placed in these lighting poles, 
for which two free fibre optic cables and an AC power supply were 
available for exploitation. Some of the poles also include CCTV secu-
rity cameras.

Aspire Park in Doha has one of what surely be one of the world’s most innovative 
public address systems. 106 Iconyx IC Live and IC Live Dual loudspeakers are 
individually addressed over a RHAON network across the park’s 88 hectares

INSPIRED BY
ASPIRE
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“With a power supply already existing 
in the lighting poles, I simply needed to 
source a self powered loudspeaker model 
that could be managed and configured 
remotely via the fibre optic connections 
in each pole,” explained Mr. Ahmed. His 
search directed him towards the Renkus-
Heinz Audio Operations Network technol-
ogy - or RHAON for short – in June 2009. 
This technology simplifies and streamlines 
the control of digital audio networks and 
offers control over the self-powered loud-
speakers via Ethernet Cat-5 connectivity. A 
total of 104 Iconyx IC Live and IC Live Dual 
loudspeakers were customised by the Cali-
fornian manufacturer specifically for this 
project to incorporate RHAON technology 
with fibre-optic connectivity. IC Live digital 
beam steering loudspeakers together with 
RHAON digital networking have combined 
to provide networked control and supervi-
sion and user programmable DSP in each 
loudspeaker over a single Ethernet Cat5, 
thus networking all of the self-powered 
loudspeakers in four defined zones. The 
two spare cores of fiber optics that exist in 
each lighting pole are now connected for 
CobraNet and RHAON control.

A Windows GUI is used to assign each 
loudspeaker to one of 64 audio channels, 
controlling the eight bands of paramet-
ric EQ, 40ms of delay, gain and soft knee 
compression via the onboard DSP. Control 
and monitoring includes high input level, 
high temperature, over-current and out-of-
range impedance value warnings that indi-
cate driver failure. Automatic discovery of 
connected network devices, drag-and-drop 
signal routing and other CobraNet features 
are included in the RHAON software. 

IC LIVE: POWER AND CONTROL
The Iconyx loudspeakers produce multi-

ple sonic beams that have been individually 
shaped and aimed from a single Iconyx 
array using the software controlled DSP. Up 
to 4 and 8 beams can be created on the IC 
Live and IC Live Dual speakers respectively. 
IC Live loudspeakers integrate multichan-
nel high-current Class D amplifiers to 
power the arrays of transducers.The unob-
trusive, tall IC Live enclosure design ticked 
all the boxes for Aspire Foundation, as the 
IC Live and IC Live Dual models could be 
flush mounted to the lighting poles, without 
scarring the park’s landscape. On average, 
the IC Live loudspeakers have been spaced 
some 50-60 metres apart and are usually 
found close to the running track placed at 
heights between 2.0 and 3.0 metres height. 
“The higher we can place the loudspeaker, 
the better the coverage,” confirms Mr. 
Ahmed. “Unfortunately, the poles are less 
stable with speaker weight being placed 

further up the poles.”
Having found the perfect loudspeaker 

solution for Aspire Park, Techno Q was 
to be provided with another challenge by 
the Aspire Foundation as enlightened by 
Mr. Ahmed. “We weren’t allowed to drill 
any holes into the poles and so we had to 
create a unique clamp design, which had to 
be approved by the Foundation.” Techno Q 
have learnt to be incredibly resourceful over 
the years and as such have an in house 
engineering department that dedicates its’ 
attention to such problems. Each custom-
ised clamp is tightly locked into position 
on the pole having been affixed to the IC 
Live and IC Live Dual speakers. Finally, 
each speaker cabinet has been weather-
proofed to IP64 standards in textured grey 
paint whilst the individual transducers and 
tweeters have also been treated in weath-
erproof resin.

Call for prayer times vary on a daily 
basis and to meet this flexibility Techno Q 
employed an AudiaFLEX CM digital signal 
processing solution by Biamp Systems, 
which is programmed by their own propri-
etary DaVinci software. Techno Q has devel-
oped the software to accurately broadcast 
two minute calls for prayer at specific times 
of day according to the day in the calendar.

The entire audio system can also be 
monitored via DaVinci software from a 
laptop and configured should any setting 
require an adjustment, such as the delays 
or equalisation. Any of the four defined 
zones in the park can be muted, such as 
the football pitches for example, should the 
players want to concentrate on their game. 

Having commenced work on Aspire Park 
in 2003, the Aspire Foundation was initially 
hoping to complete the project before the 
start of the Asian Games. Luckily for all 
parties, the timing was perfect as RHAON 
technology wasn’t launched until 2007, and 
so the delay has allowed them to install a 
networked, evenly dispersed loudspeaker 
system over an extremely large outdoor 

area. Having already saved substantial 
cabling and infrastructure costs, the Iconyx 
speakers carry the further benefit of not 
being readily visible.

The runners may easily perspire around 
Aspire Park, but the Techno Q engineers 
have certainly inspired other systems inte-
grators with a relatively simple, yet ingen-
ious public address solution.

33

Doha based integrator and distributor Techno Q designed and installed the high performance, low profile system

THIS ARTICLE BY RICHARD LAWN FIRST APPEARED IN 
PRO AUDIO MIDDLE EAST, AND IS REPRODUCED WITH 
THE PUBLISHERS’ KIND PERMISSION. 
www.proaudio-central.com

Left: Mr. Ibrahim Saad - Senior Project Consultant 
at Techno Q; Right: Mr. Aftab Ahmed - Technical 
Manager at Techno Q
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‘If you want to hit people right in front of the 
building, you can, and if you want to aim one 
200 feet down the street, you can do that too. 
They’re really that directional. It’s unbelievable’ 
– Courtney Ross, Air Canada Centre

Focused Audio for Megascale Video Signage
TORONTO’S AIR CANADA CENTRE GOES DIGITAL

here are several things that one 
thinks of when the country Canada 
is mentioned, and shortly after, 
a mention of hockey is soon to 

follow. Situated in Canada’s largest city, 
Toronto, Ontario, is the Air Canada Centre 
– home to the Toronto Maple Leafs, a team 
whose die-hard fans are renowned in the 
NHL for their devotion to their team. Air 
Canada Centre also houses the Toronto 
Raptors NBA basketball team, and the 
Toronto Rock lacrosse team.

Located close to the waterfront of Lake 
Ontario, the building was first constructed 
in 1999, originally replacing the historical 
Maple Leaf Gardens, and features a seating 
capacity of just under 20,000 for concert 
events, of which many take place each year 
as major touring artists frequently make 
Toronto a stop on their tour.

Seeing how most hockey games are sell-
outs, the venue created an outdoor tail-
gate area for fans to watch the action going 
on inside the venue without purchasing a 
ticket.

The newly built Maple Leaf Square 
features a west-ward extension of the 
building, and the construction of two 
condominium towers, office space, retail 
outlets and a large, three-storey sports bar, 
all attached to the main structure via a sky 
bridge.

kEEPING uP WITH THE ACTION
The tail-gate area has a large, three-

storey LED screen that keeps fans apprised 
of what’s going on before, during and after 

games. Audio coverage for the square is 
handled by four Renkus-Heinz Iconyx IC 
Live loudspeakers, which were incorpo-
rated into the frame of the LED screen, to 
preserve the building’s exterior aesthetic 
according to architects’ wishes.

The IC Live system included two stacked 
loudspeakers per side, placed behind metal 
grating, which were mounted on custom 
bracket hardware, which was built by West-
bury National Show Systems (WNSS), the 
audio contractor for the project.

Located in Toronto, WNSS (www.west-
bury.com) is a full service company, 
providing production, design and instal-
lation services. The team included John 
Coniglio, Senior Project Sales; Guy Wallace, 
Lead Designer; Andy Foord, Technical 
Support/System Designer; and David Van 
Veldhuisen, Project Manager. On-site 
audio personnel includes Dwayne Brown, 
Manager Venue Services; and Courtney 
Ross, Lead Audio Engineer for Maple Leaf 
Sports & Entertainment Ltd.

Renkus-Heinz IC Live technology uses 
digital beam steering, allowing users to 
easily aim where loudspeaker output is 
placed, most importantly, on the audience. 
The company’s computer software lets users 
define the opening angles for as many as 
four sonic beams from each IC Live array 
module (up to eight beams when stacked). 
Multi-channel Class D amplification is used 
to control every single array element. Manu-
facturer documentation lists the output at 105 
dB SPL (108 dB SPL when stacked) at 100 
feet, and 80 Hz to 20 kHz. Its low-frequency 
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Focused Audio for Megascale Video Signage
TORONTO’S AIR CANADA CENTRE GOES DIGITAL

energy can be extended to 40 Hz or below 
with matching subwoofers (which were not 
used at Air Canada Centre).

“We were looking to get some more 
punch outside,” explains Courtney Ross, 
who has worked at the venue since its 
opening. Each side has two stacked boxes, 
which fill about half the height of the 
screen.”

GOING LIVE WITH IC LIVE
The digitally-steerable IC Live loudspeak-

ers were a necessity for two reasons: the 
fact that they fit in the 10-inch space allot-
ted, and their ability to be focused where 
designers needed the audio.

“With the building designers wanting 
the loudspeakers to be integrated into the 
building for aesthetic reasons, we were 
very limited by what we could choose. The 
Renkus-Heinz system lets us actually steer 
where we want the sound to go.

“If you want to hit people right in front of 
the building, you can, and if you want to aim 
one 200 feet down the street, you can do 
that too. They’re really that directional. It’s 
unbelievable. You don’t even hear pockets 
of audio, it’s totally seamless.”

The exterior system is connected to 
the building’s main control room via BSS 
Cobranet and Renkus-Heinz RHAON 
control software. “We’re all about network-
ing with our new system, so it was natu-
ral that we wanted to be able to connect 
the tailgate system to the control room,” 
continues Ross. “I can always keep an eye 
on it to see what it’s doing.”
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ICONyX IC24 brings clarity to 
University of Cologne auditorium

erman system designers 
hartmann+mathias partnerschaft 
and acoustic consultants Peutz have 
unveiled a new audio system for 

the auditorium of Cologne University. Four 
Renkus-Heinz Iconyx IC24 digitally steerable 
array loudspeakers, supplied by Renkus-
Heinz’s German distributor atlantic audio, 
deliver precisely focused speech and music, 
with installation by Light Tec Medientechnik.

Karl-Heinz Brenig, head of event and 
media technology at Cologne University, 
specified the University’s requirements for 
the auditorium, which serves six faculties 
and 42,039 students, 10% of them from other 
countries.

The auditorium in the main building is 
the central location for lectures, speeches, 
live concerts and music performances, and 
for events including scientific symposia and 
international congresses. It can used as 
a complete space, or subdivided into two 
rooms.

INTELLIGIBILITY ESSENTIAL
This multi-purpose use motivated the 

university to specify both high speech intel-
ligibility and excellent musicality in a replace-
ment for its old distributed sound system, 
which had small loudspeakers close to the 
audience. Additional speakers increased the 
room’s resonance and decreased speech 
intelligibility.

Klaus-Hendrik Lorenz-Kierakiewitz, project 
manager at Peutz Consult GmbH, comments: 
“We were instructed by Cologne University 
to develop a new speaker concept adjusted 
to the special room acoustics and worked 
out a system which uses as few sources as 

possible. The room working as concert hall 
and lecture room has two-second reverbera-
tion time with few occupants, and with the 
wooden seating there is a considerable differ-
ence in sound compared to when the room 
is full.

“This ideal replacement was to use 
loudspeakers that provide beams of tightly 
controlled vertical dispersion, in a configu-
ration that would both deliver sound to the 
whole auditorium but also power both sub-
spaces created by partitioning the space. 
Finally, the loudspeakers had to be integrated 
almost invisibly into the architecture, because 
of the strict preservation orders surrounding 
the building.”

IC24 PROVIDES THE SOLuTION
Following a tender Stefan Mathias of 

hartmann+mathias partnerschaft proposed a 
Renkus-Heinz Iconyx digitally steerable loud-
speaker system, featuring a pair of 3 metre-tall 
IC24 units, supported by two Renkus-Heinz PN 
212 subwoofers and controlled by a Peavey X 
Frame 88 digital signal processor. “We evalu-
ated the combination,” says Matthias, “in coop-
eration with atlantic audio before presentation, 
and confirmed a perfect combination of speech 
intelligibility and musicality, in an architecturally 
discrete package.”

Karl-Heinz Brenig added: “Our tutors are 
really enthusiastic and confirm that speech 
intelligibility has been transformed in all 
areas of the auditorium, and finally voices 
sound natural. Tutors and students work 
more self-assuredly and our guests can 
follow speeches much more easily, especially 
important at international events – and 
musical events now sound great, too.”

G
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MEDWAY 
ST GEORGE’S CHAPEL
UK’S MEDWAY COUNCIL GETS CLEAR 

SOUND WITH ICONYX INSTALL

PHOTOS: MIKE LETHBY
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OLARaudio’s digital audio installa-
tion at St Georges Centre Medway 
in southern England, which 
combines Renkus-Heinz Iconyx 

cabinets, a Biamp Nexia CS and a 
beyerdynamic MCWD wireless conference 
system, marks a neat and high tech
transformation of this unusual building.

Canterbury Christ Church University 
signed a licence agreement for shared use 
with Medway Council of the venue, an archi-
tecturally listed (protected) building that 
serves as a Victorian Maritime Museum and 
Church in Medway, on the south side of the 
Thames Estuary. The Medway towns’ strate-
gic importance pre-dates the Roman inva-
sion and its naval heritage stretches back 
several centuries. 

The 300 seat building was dedicated 
by the Lord Bishop of Rochester, as St 
George’s Church on 19 December 1906, 
and for many years served the needs of the 
Royal Navy Pembroke Barracks. With the 
Navy’s departure in 1984, this fine building 
changed its name to St George’s Centre and 
opened its doors, inviting all to see its many 
memorials bearing witness to the heroic 
deeds of many gallant men and ships. 
Beautiful stained glass windows, many 
unveiled by HRH Princess Elizabeth in 1950, 
and plaques commemorate local naval 
history throughout the century.

Under the new partnership, the venue is 
used for conference, teaching, examinations 
and music, with Medway Council in particu-
lar employing its conferencing facilities for 

presentations and their larger congress 
meetings.

A pair of Iconyx IC8 loudspeakers, custom 
coloured in matt black by Polar Audio, 
covers the room which is also served by 
some 60 beyerdynamic MCWD wireless 
conference units and a Biamp Nexia CS.

Matthew Buck of POLARaudio comments: 
“The project was originally specified as a 
distributed delayed system, but because 
of constraints imposed by the fact that the 
building is listed, we proposed to the client 
that they should look at a more advanced 
solution, in particular Iconyx. Being a very 
long narrow room with hard, reflective 
surfaces everywhere, it’s a tough room but 
the client is very pleased with the results, 
which surpassed their expectations.”

 P
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THE SOUND OF LEGENDS IN NYC
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f location is important to a leisure 
venue’s success, then you couldn’t 
do much better than owner Frank 
Dwyer’s latest New York City venture, 

Legends 33. The upscale sports bar and 
restaurant faces the Empire State Build-
ing, and customers dine to music from a 
discretely distributed Renkus-Heinz loud-
speaker system.

Legends 33 – named for both its featured 
sporting icons and its West 33rd Street 
location – is pitched at both the local office 
lunch / dinner market and tourists look-
ing for a top quality all-American dining 
experience. It combines three floors of 
plush, finely detailed old-world ambience 
with the sports bar mix of screens showing 
every available sports channel, along with 
background music to accompany gourmet 
burgers, steaks, pasta and traditional Irish 
fish’n’chips. Meanwhile, a VJ booth on a 
balcony level sets the party scene for Friday 
and Saturday nights.

HIGH STANDARDS
The systems integrators were Starview 

Satellite, which has been designing and 
installing AV systems for Dwyer’s locations 
for some 10 years. Starview President John 
Paturno comments: “Frank is really happy 
with the system here, and with Renkus-
Heinz equipment. He’s knows exactly what 
he wants to achieve with each location and 
how to make it work.”

Richard Trombitas, of Renkus-Heinz’s 
New York area rep firm Cardone Solomon 
Associates, comments: “The sound system 
had to provide high quality background and 
foreground music, as well as serve video DJ 
applications and live music – but without 
intruding on the architecture of the space.”

  
MuLTIPLE SOuRCES

Background sources during daytime are 
typically iPod, video, satellite TV and satel-
lite music. along with the video DJ booth 
and live band facilities.

A total of 14 wall-mounted TRX81 
compact two-way cabinets, with 120 x 
60 degree dispersion horns, are distrib-
uted throughout the space, matched with 
three BPS12-2 and a single BPS12-1 low 
frequency cabinets.

The balcony bar housing the VJ booth 
is covered by a pair of the higher powered 
TRX82/12 units while the basement level is 
fitted with 14 compact CFX61 cabinets and 
several flush-mounted ceiling subwoof-
ers. Trombitas comments: “This was the 
first time Starview Satellite had utilized the 
TRX61 as a distributed speaker. They were 
very impressed and want to feature them 
in future installations.” Powering the entire 
system is a basement-located rack of QSC 

I

RMX4050 amplifiers with a minimum power 
of 300W RMS allocated to each speaker.

“Since it opened the place has done 
fantastic business,” says John Paturno, 
“and they’ve been overwhelmed at the 
response. The system delivers as designed 
and the client, video DJs and everyone have 
been very happy with it.”

“A distributed audio 
system creates high 
quality background 
music during the day, 
but can really move the 
house when the VJ’s 
playing - the place is 
rockin’ all weekend”



  Aachen Tivoli soccer stadium in 
Germany is designed to maximize 
spectator noise. The integrators’ 

brief: a sound system capable 
of delivering EU crowd safety 

announcement standards and 
entertainment audio quality
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‘Close, steep and loud’, was the architects’ brief for German soccer club Alemannia 

Aachen’s new Tivoli soccer stadium. IT/audio systems integrators Scanvest worked 

closely with the club’s owners to deploy Renkus-Heinz active loudspeaker technology 

and RHAON networking to deliver satisfaction at both ends of the decibel scale

ans of west German football club 
Alemannia Aachen clearly come 
endowed with more than just a 
fondness for sausages, beer and 

the oft-unrequited hope of the regular 
supporter – a stout pair of ears is also now 
standard kit at the New Tivoli stadium in 
Aachen, which opened on 17 August 2009.

A key design objective was that the new 
stadium should reflect the feeling of the 
old Tivoli. The tall, steep stands crowd 
as close to the pitch as UEFA regulations 
allow (six metres) and the low roof, which 
is suspended from carriers allowing a clear 
span all round, was designed to maximise 
noise levels in the bowl.

As Stephan van der Kooi, project 
manager for stadium owner and operator 
Alemannia, observes: “The old Tivoli was a 
very English kind of soccer stadium with a 
lot of standing terraces, and it was known 
for the loudness of its crowd. So the idea 
was to translate this into the new stadi-
um’s architecture, which corresponds to 
Alemannia´s briefing for the new stadium, 
“close, steep and loud” …and very yellow 
and black. But today, of course, you have to 
think about better comfort for spectators, 
which means more seating and less stand-
ing.”

The new stadium is located in Sportpark 

Soers, and replaced the club’s former 
home a few hundred metres away. Bundes-
liga regulations permits a mix of seated 
and standing spectators, and 11,681 of 
the latter perch on terraces 80 rows high 
behind each goal.

Finished in the vivid colours of the 
Second Bundesliga club, the bowl ampli-
fies the enthusiasm of its 32,900 maximum 
crowd under an open suspended roof 
constructed largely of steel, extended by a 
three-metre deep glass lip, a design which 
created a public address system challenge 
of sizeable proportions.

Behind the bleachers the IP-based 
audio installation extends throughout the 
venue. Using Renkus-Heinz self-powered 
loudspeakers with the company’s RHAON 
(Renkus-Heinz Audio Operations Network) 
handling loudspeaker control and Media 
Matrix Nion as the network backbone, the 
system was designed for maximum flex-
ibility.

Announcements, entertainment and 
voice evacuation content can be routed into 
the main bowl as well as a series of restau-
rants, bars, press rooms and VIP club 
rooms. The fully redundant fireproof system 
complies with all current safety standards.

Other key figures on the project were 
Frank Martin, key account manager and 

project director at IT and communications 
integrators Scanvest; Lothar Kern and 
and Markus Grimm, project managers for 
Scanvest; Boris Nießen, assistant project 
manager at Alemannia Aachen; and Jens 
Bange, sales manager at atlantic audio.

HARD WIRED FOR SOuND
The architect’s response to the legacy 

design brief was a deep, enclosed steel roof 
close to the spectators, acting as an acous-
tic horn. Says van der Kooi: “It’s a very loud 
environment when the crowd is shouting 
and the game’s in full flow; it’s quite a 
different architectural approach to many 
other stadiums you find in Germany.”

The main bowl system design was 
governed by three principal factors: the ring 
of loudspeakers had to be mounted at the 
binding point of the roof where steel meets 
glass; they could not intrude more than 
four metres below the roof line; and they 
had to be finished to match the stadium’s 
yellow, except those adjacent to the giant 
LED screen where black was the order of 
the day.

With those parameters set in stone, the 
team debated the pros and cons of self-
powered cabinets versus conventional 
amplifier racks.

Frank Martin: “The next big discussion 
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when we started planning the system was 
the issue of going self powered or not. The 
discussion included things like a fire in the 
roof, the weather, what about the amplifi-
ers in the rain, cold/hot issues and so on.

“At the end of the day we were able to 
show the customer that a self powered 
system under the stadium roof is not a 
problem any more, because of the experi-
ence with weatherisation that Renkus-
Heinz has with its active systems. And it 
brings big advantages. 

“For example, each speaker has its own 
amplifier, so if one amplifier fails only one 
loudspeaker fails. If you put up a normal 
clustered system, you have the problem 
that if one amplifier fails you can lose four, 
six, eight speakers or whatever. So this is a 
really secure system. 

“And the customer is going to save 
money because you don’t need any big amp 
rooms with air conditioning. The speakers 
and their internal amplifiers are out there 
hanging out on the roof, and they work in 
all conditions. Which also means there’s 
no needs for running heavy copper – each 
loudspeaker just needs a CAT-5 cable and 
mains power.”

He adds: “Scanvest is an IP world 
company, and we use IP to deliver wher-
ever we can. And because Renkus-Heinz 

is a loudspeaker manufacturer that deliv-
ers an IP solution with RHAON technology 
and CobraNet, it’s the perfect solution for 
projects like this.”

To address the loudspeaker location 
restrictions, following EASE analysis of the 
bowl the team specified a solution in which 
loudspeakers are placed alternately to face 
up into the top of the stands and down
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Group photo, left to right: • Frank Martin, Scanvest project 

director • Boris Nießen, Alemannia Aachen assistant project 

manager • Stephan van der Kooi, Alemannia Aachen project 

manager, new building/new development • Jens Bange, 

atlantic audio sales manager • Lothar Kern, Scanvest project 

manager • Markus Grimm, Scanvest project manager.

Below: RHAON configuration in the control room

Photography: Mike Lethby
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wards with the beam configured to fall off 
at the pitch edge. Each of the four corners 
has an additional upwards-facing cabinet.

Says Martin: “We needed to achieve really 
smooth dispersion over at least 98% of all 
crowd locations at the same level and the 
design met that requirement.”

He adds: “We’ve used 58 cabinets in 
all, with two different types of loudspeak-
ers for the bowl. The ST7/94R is the main 
downwards-facing loudspeaker because 
its double 12” bass and CoEntrant mid/
high section provide the bass output 
and clarity to deliver the entertainment 
content. And as well as the technical 

specifications, the Alemannia Aachen 
team said, ‘We also want to have them 
designed in yellow’, because they are 
under the yellow roof and so we ordered 
them from Renkus Heinz in a special 
yellow to match the roof. Under the video 
wall the speakers are black because the 
video wall is black.”

ST7M/94R mid/high units cover the 
upper tiers, exploiting the Complex Conic 
horn’s tight directional control. Meanwhile, 
12 compact Sygma SG Series SG151-52R 
cabinets were specified for the front of 
the business lounges, with a further eight 
SG121-52R cabinets for the VIP area, and 
six SG121-5 under the giant video screen.

Martin comments: “When we first tested 
it at full volume it was it incredibly loud, 
because you have very powerful loudspeak-
ers blowing into this horn created by the 
shape of the stadium and the roof. So the 
technicians reduced the SPL to a typical 
match day level and we are now running 
on 70% to 80% of full power here and the 
people are  saying, “Okay that’s nice. The 
SPL is okay like this.” 

THE BACkBONE
Scanvest’s IP based system design 

provides a large element of flexibility, and 
handles both entertainment and voice evac-
uation audio, and CCTV and other security 
networking.

A MediaMatrix Nion system provides 
the routing matrix to the loudspeakers 
and handles both public address and voice 
evacuation functions. The RHAON system, 
meanwhile, provides individual loudspeaker 
equalisation, level and delay settings from 
the central control room.

Says Frank Martin: “We aimed to set up 
the stadium with a really high level of data 
infrastructure, starting with a complete 
fibreglass backbone for the sound and video 
systems.” Breakout boxes and HP2524 
network switches throughout the venue 
provide local fibre and IP interfacing for 
both systems, allowing audio sources and 
outputs to be used wherever required. 
Interviews conducted on the pitch can be 
heard and watched at any location from 
the press conference room to the business 
club, and press conferences can be relayed 
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to the crowd. 
The system is also interfaced with the 

stadium’s media support infrastructure, 
allowing broadcasters plug-and-play acces-
sibility. It also allows localised systems to 
be created using portable audio racks when 
lounges are hired out for weddings or corpo-
rate functions. The design remit embraced 
the entire building security network – includ-
ing an intercom alert system for the in-house 
police station and its five holding cells.

POSITIVE FEEDBACk
The loudspeaker complement is 

completed by two CF81-2 loudspeakers in 
the press room, and 20 CF61-2 cabinets for 
the plush Business Lounge.

RHAON system management is 
performed from a laptop in the main 
stadium control room, along with the Media 
Matrix control, while CobraNet points at the 
breakout boxes, allowing both systems to 
be adjusted from around the venue.

Stephan van der Kooi observes: “The 
crowd of course has been the biggest judge 
of the new system – it’s the strongest feed-
back we get. When we opened in August I 
would say it was 95% right. A few fans said 
they couldn’t understand the announce-
ments – although we had this sort of reac-
tion in other parts too; for example, that 
their sausage wasn’t hot enough or some-
thing – that’s normal.

“So the people here were discussing 
it with the fans, to understand what we 
needed to do to get that final 5%and then 
we changed a few settings and ordered 
four extra speakers for specific locations. 
So that was okay, we needed it and now 
the fans are happy. After the first six soccer 
games in here we felt it was perfect.”

REPRINTED BY kIND PERMISSION OF 
INSTALLATION EuROPE
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First Family in Digitally Steerable Sound

IC Live Portable IC Live Install IC R

While other manufacturers were still dreaming about digitally steerable line arrays, 
Iconyx was there. While others are just jumping on the bandwagon, Iconyx contin-
ues to set the standard. Engineered for the most challenging spaces, Iconyx makes 
no compromises, delivering unrivaled intelligibility and full-range musicality. 
Streamlined, architecturally friendly design, easy setup, plus the added power of 
RHAON for unparalleled system management and control. 
 
 For Live, Portable and Fixed Installations, the original digitally steerable line array 
is still the leader. Renkus-Heinz Iconyx is the solution audio professionals ask for 
by name.

www.renkus-heinz.com

DIGITALLY STEERABLE LINE ARRAY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS GIVE YOURSELF THE ADVANTAGE


